KIX takes fifth place in the “Airport of the Year 2005” Rankings

Skytrax, a researching company based in London, U.K., has announced in “Airport of the Year 2005” that Kansai International Airport is ranked as the 5th Best Airport. This survey was based on votes collected from approximately 5.6 million people in 90 countries over the 10-month period from June 2004 through March 2005. KIX has continued to move up in the rankings, having placed 12th in 2003 and 9th in 2004, and placing in the top five for 2005. In particular, the airport was highly regarded for both its products and services.

Atsushi Murayama, president of Kansai International Airport Co., Ltd., stated that “We will make a big effort to hold this honorable position and get higher customer satisfaction.”